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Abstract: We have experimentally analyzed and compared the performance of Brillouin 
optical time-domain analyzer (BOTDA) sensors assisted by non-local means (NLM) and 
wavelet denoising (WD) techniques in terms of measurement accuracy and experimental 
spatial resolution, respectively. Degradation of the measurement accuracy and experimental 
spatial resolution after denoising by NLM and WD are observed, which originate from the 
fact that higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement is achieved at the expense of 
sacrificing the details of BOTDA data, and smaller data sampling point number (SPN) gives 
rise to insufficient redundant information for denoising. The two parameters degrade to 
different extents depending on the amount of SNR improvement and SPN adopted in data 
acquisition. Compared with WD, NLM relies more on the features of the raw data, which 
makes its performance highly dependent on the level of neighbouring data similarity. Also, 
for the first time we propose and demonstrate a BOTDA assisted by advanced Block-
Matching and 3D filtering (BM3D) denoising technique, which minimizes the degradation of 
the two parameters even under higher SNR improvement and smaller SPN. BM3D takes the 
advantage of NLM and WD and utilizes the spatial-domain non-local principle to enhance the 
denoising in the transform domain, thus it shows the least degradation of measurement 
accuracy/experimental spatial resolution after denoising. Thus the BOTDA assisted by BM3D 
maintains the best measurement accuracy/experimental spatial resolution compared with 
those by NLM and WD. We also show that BM3D has the advantage of temperature 
independent performance, unlike NLM where the accuracy is affected by the temperature 
value. We believe BM3D would be an excellent denoising technique for state-of-the-art 
BOTDA sensors. In addition, this work is also valuable for practical applications of image 
denoising techniques in BOTDA sensors with respect to the appropriate choice of image 
denoising techniques, design of SNR improvement and the adoption of SPN to maintain 
optimal measurement accuracy/experimental spatial resolution/data acquisition speed. 
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 
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1. Introduction 
Brillouin optical time-domain analyzer (BOTDA) sensors have attracted much interest in the 
past years due to their capability of distributed monitoring of temperature and strain with 
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excellent performance [1–3]. It exploits the temperature and strain dependence of Brillouin 
scattering in fibers and retrieves the local temperature/strain information by time-domain 
interrogation using counter-propagating pump and probe waves. However, the performance of 
BOTDA is limited by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) degradation of sensing signals, leading 
to tradeoffs among key parameters, e.g. spatial resolution, sensing accuracy and sensing 
distance etc [4]. Trace averaging can be used to improve SNR, but averaging thousands of 
BOTDA traces to obtain an acceptable SNR is very time consuming. Recently, two denoising 
techniques, i.e. wavelet denoising (WD) and non-local means (NLM), have been proposed to 
improve the SNR of BOTDA, and attracted lots of attention as they would not add any 
hardware complexity [5–11]. In [5] 1-Dimensional WD has been used to improve the SNR 
and reduce the averaging time by 90%. The sensor performance has been improved by 100 
times with the use of 2-Dimensional NLM and WD to remove the noise [6]. By combining 
WD [7] or NLM [8] with optical pulse coding, 150 km sensing range has been achieved using 
16 averages at spatial resolution of 4 m and 8 m, and temperature uncertainty of 1.03°C and 
0.7°C, respectively. N. Guo et al have realized a coherent BOTDA without averaging using 
NLM for denoising [9]. In 2017 a patch-based noise estimation algorithm has been proposed 
to accurately estimate the noise level for better NLM denoising [10]. In the same year the 
optimization of NLM has been studied for long-range BOTDA [11]. Since the first 
demonstration of 2-Dimentional NLM and WD image denoising for BOTDA in 2016 [6], 
NLM and WD have become two major widely used image denoising methods in the current 
research of BOTDA sensors. 

Although NLM and WD have been widely used and shown excellent denoising 
performance in BOTDA, the measurement accuracy and experimental spatial resolution after 
denoising by them are not well studied and compared. In this paper, we firstly analyze and 
compare the performance of NLM and WD with a focus on the impact of SNR improvement 
and the data sampling point number (SPN) on the measurement accuracy and experimental 
spatial resolution. The results show that the measurement accuracy/experimental spatial 
resolution have larger degradation when higher SNR improvement is achieved and smaller 
SPN is adopted for data acquisition. Compared with WD, NLM depends more on the features 
of the raw data especially when the SPN becomes relatively small, and thus it has better 
performance if the neighbouring data similarity is high. 

Also, for the first time we propose and experimentally demonstrate a BOTDA assisted by 
an advanced image denoising technique, i.e. Block-Matching and 3D filtering (BM3D), with 
the least degradation of measurement accuracy and experimental spatial resolution even under 
higher SNR improvement and smaller SPN. BM3D is the first algorithm to simultaneously 
employ non-local principle based image self-similarity and transform-domain filtering for 
Additional White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) denoising [12,13]. It has been well applied to 
many fields such as radar imaging and ultrasound despecking [14,15] and optical tomography 
image denoising [16]. As BM3D takes the advantage of NLM and WD, it maintains the best 
measurement accuracy and experimental spatial resolution compared with NLM and WD. 
Lastly, the temperature response of the denoising performance, the computational complexity 
and processing speed by BM3D are discussed and compared with those by NLM and WD. To 
the best of our knowledge this is the first report to reveal that the accuracy of NLM is related 
to the measurand value while those by WD and BM3D are independent of the measurand 
value. It is worth mentioning that although there are many other state-of-the-art image 
denoising approaches developed by the computer science community [17,18], we only focus 
on NLM, WD and BM3D. This is because NLM and WD are currently two major image 
denoising methods in BOTDA, and BM3D simply takes the advantage of them to achieve 
better denoising performance for BOTDA sensors. The discussion of other image denoising 
methods is out of the scope of this work. We believe this work is helpful for practical 
applications of image denoising techniques in BOTDA sensors with respect to the appropriate 
choice of image denoising techniques, design of SNR improvement and the adoption of SPN 
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to maintain optimal measurement accuracy/experimental spatial resolution/data acquisition 
speed in BOTDA sensors. 

2. Current NLM and WD based image denoising for BOTDA sensors 
2.1 Working Principle and setting of algorithm parameters 

The basic idea of NLM is to build a pointwise estimate of the image, and it is a form of 
weighted averaging over a large window, where the weights are determined by the similarity 
between neighbouring image patches [19]. The weighted averaging operation in NLM is 
described as follows. Let ( )ig x  be the value of the i  th pixel. The estimate of the pixel value 

if  after denoising is given by [20]: 
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Here iN  is the set of pixels involved in the averaging process which allows to include pixels 
within a very large window or even the entire image; ,i jw  is the weight for the j  th pixel in 

iN  which is determined by the similarity between neighbouring image patches rather than the 
individual pixel values; ig  denotes a vector of pixel values in a small image patch (e.g. 5 5× ) 
and h  is the smoothing control parameter which controls the level of denoising. The larger 
the value of h , the higher the strength of denoising. There are three parameters in NLM 
required to optimize: similarity window size, search window and smoothing control 
parameter h . In this work, as the SPN is varied from 4 to 10, we set the similarity window to 
be the smallest size of 3 3×  to ensure there is no detrimental impact induced by NLM on the 
spatial resolution and the search window to be 13 13×  to reduce the computational 
complexity [11]. We change the smoothing control parameter h to achieve different levels of 
SNR improvement. 

On the other hand, unlike NLM which works in the spatial domain, WD operates in the 
transform domain using the sparse representations [21]. The denoising procedure includes the 
following three steps, 

1) Decomposition: the noisy image is first decomposed into many subbands by discrete 
wavelet transform (DWT). A wavelet basis (mother wavelet) such as Haar, 
Daubechies, Symlets, and Coiflet is selected and the wavelet decomposition of the 
signal is computed at a level of L . 

2) Thresholding: wavelet coefficients smaller than the threshold are considered as noise 
which are eliminated. In hard thresholding, all wavelet coefficients below the 
threshold level are set to be zero while those larger than the threshold are kept. The 
hard thresholding operator τ  is defined by: 
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0
x if x
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where λ  is the threshold and x  is wavelet coefficients after DWT. 

3) Reconstruction: the image is reconstructed by inverse DWT where an image with less 
noise is reconstructed based on the remaining wavelet coefficients of level. L  
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For denoising in BOTDA, 1-Dimensional WD [5] and 2-Dimensional WD [6,7] have been 
employed to improve the SNR. In [5–7], 7symlet  and 8symlet  are used as mother wavelet 
with 4 and 5 levels of decomposition in DWT. In our case, we have tried different mother 
wavelets and decomposition levels, and finally we utilize mother wavelet of 7symlet  and 
decomposition level of 5 with hard thresholding. To achieve different levels of SNR 
improvement, we vary the threshold value. 

2.2 Performance analysis and comparison of two-dimensional NLM and WD 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Measured BGS distribution along FUT without denoising; SNR evolution along 
FUT for different levels of SNR improvements by (b) NLM and (c) WD; measured BGS and 
temperature distribution along FUT under SNR improvement of 13dB by (d, f) NLM and (e, g) 
WD. Inset: zoom-in view around the heated sections. The sampling rate is 500MSample/s, 
corresponding to SPN = 10 within 2m section. 

We use conventional BOTDA setup [22] to measure the Brillouin gain spectrum (BGS) 
distribution along a 62.3 km fiber under test (FUT), which consists of a ~21 km fiber reel and 
a ~41 km fiber reel. 20 ns pump pulse width, 16 averaging times and 200 scanning 
frequencies at a step of 1MHz are used for the measurement. Relatively low averaging times 
are intentionally adopted to facilitate the achievement of different SNR improvement by 
image denoising. Two sections of FUT near the fiber end are heated in the following way: a 
2m fiber section at the location of 62km is heated to 65°C inside an oven, while the last 200m 
fiber section is heated to 45°C in another oven. This arrangement imitates practical situations 
of different temperatures at different locations, which makes the results more generalized. We 
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use three data sampling rates on the oscilloscope to collect data, i.e. 500 MSample/s, 300 
MSample/s and 200 MSample/s, in order to have 10, 6 and 4 sampling data points collected 
along a 2m section (i.e. theoretical spatial resolution), respectively. Note that according to 
[23], the minimum sampling rate to resolve all the changes in the signal is 3 /sf τ=  where τ  
is the pulse width. Thus, to resolve 2m hot spot with a pulse width of 20ns, the minimum 
sampling rate should be 150MSample/s. Lower sampling rate gives rise to smaller SPN but 
faster data acquisition speed. As an example, Fig. 1(a) shows the measured BGS distribution 
along the FUT without denoising when the sampling rate is 500 MSample/s (i.e. SPN = 10), 
where the inset is the zoom-in view at the heated sections. 

Next, we apply NLM and WD to denoise the same BOTDA data, respectively. In order to 
guarantee a fair comparison, the performances of NLM and WD are analyzed under the same 
level of SNR improvement and SPN. In our demonstration, we present four typical levels of 
SNR improvement, i.e. 4dB, 7dB, 10dB and 13dB, achieved by setting the level of threshold 
in 

NLM and WD. In WD the wavelet threshold is varied from 1.2σ  to 3.4σ  where σ  is the 
estimated standard deviation of the noise in the raw data, while in NLM the smoothing 
control parameter h  is adjusted from 1.8σ  to 10.6σ . Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the SNR 
evolution along FUT for different levels of SNR improvement when NLM and WD are used 
to denoise the raw data in Fig. 1(a), respectively. Figures 1(d) and 1(e) plot the BGS 
distribution along FUT with SNR improved by 13dB after denoising. Compared with Fig. 
1(a), both the 2m heated section and the last 200m heated section are now clearly recognized 
in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). After Lorentzian curve fitting, the corresponding temperature 
distribution is calculated using the BFS-temperature coefficient of the FUT, as shown in Figs. 
1(f) and 1(g). Without denoising the temperature uncertainty along the last 200m section is 
3.22°C (blue curve); while the uncertainties are reduced to 0.57°C by NLM and 0.55°C by 
WD (red curves) when the SNR is improved by the same 13dB, respectively. 

We analyze the impact of SNR improvement and SPN on the temperature accuracy due to 
denoising by NLM and WD. Figures 2(a1)-2(a3) show the temperature distribution around 
the 2m heated section at the location of 62km when NLM is used to denoise the BOTDA 
traces collected at 500 MSample/s (SPN = 10), 300 MSample/s (SPN = 6) and 200 
MSample/s (SPN = 4), respectively. The black squares represent the result without denoising 
which serves as a reference for comparison. The green rhombuses, pink triangles, blue 
triangles and red dots depict the results after denoising by NLM when the SNR is improved 
by 4dB, 7dB, 10dB and 13dB, respectively. The temperature values given inside the figures 
show the measured average temperature values within the 2m heated section for each case. 
We can see that under the same SNR improvement the measured temperature gradually 
deviates from the oven temperature of 65°C when the SPN decreases from 10 to 4, e.g. for 
13dB SNR improvement (red dots) the measured temperature changes from 64.17°C to 
50.85°C. The smaller the SPN, the worse the temperature accuracy after denoising. The 
reason is that when smaller SPN is adopted for data collection, the number of similar patches 
in the raw data that can be used in the weighted averaging process of NLM becomes fewer, 
resulting in the reduction of neighbouring data similarity and hence the degradation of 
temperature accuracy. Moreover, under a relatively small SPN, e.g. 4, the measured 
temperature changes from 61.61°C to 50.85°C when the SNR improvement increases from 
4dB to 13dB, as shown in Fig. 2(a2), implying the accuracy degradation under higher SNR 
improvement. This is because higher SNR improvement is achieved at the expense of 
sacrificing some details in the data, i.e. using large threshold (the smoothing control 
parameter h ) in NLM. Thus higher SNR improvement gives rise to larger sacrifice of the 
measurement accuracy if the SPN is relatively small. However, if the SPN is large enough, 
e.g. 10 in Fig. 2(a1), which offers sufficient neighbouring data similarity for NLM, the 
measured temperature is kept close to the oven temperature and the accuracy only has little 
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degradation regardless of the amount of SNR improvement. On the other hand, the 
corresponding results for denoising by WD are shown in Figs. 2(b1)-2(b3). Similar to NLM, 
the temperature accuracy degrades when higher SNR improvement is achieved and smaller 
SPN is adopted. For WD the BOTDA signals are decomposed by wavelet transform through 
which the noise usually appears as small coefficients and useful signals appear as large 
coefficients together with some small coefficients. The elimination of small coefficients in the 
transform domain removes the noise but also skips some useful details of the signals. When 
the SPN is small, the percentage of useful sensing information that is lost will increase, 
resulting in measurement accuracy degradation. Comparing Figs. 2(a1)-2(a3) with Figs. 
2(b1)-2(b3), it is found that under the same SNR improvement and SPN, the degradation of 
temperature accuracy due to denoising by WD is less than that by NLM, especially under 
smaller SPN. For example, under SNR improvement of 13dB and SPN of 4, the measured 
temperature with WD is 55.42°C while that with NLM is 50.85°C. This can be explained by 
the fact that the performance of NLM is strongly related to the features of the raw data. As the 
temperature of the 2m heated section is far away from that of adjacent unheated section (i.e. 
room temperature), the neighbouring data similarity in the raw data is insufficient especially 
when SPN is small, making the accuracy of NLM worse. We will see in the next section that 
NLM performs better if the 2m section is heated to a lower temperature which results in more 
neighbouring data similarity. It is worth mentioning that although the hard thresholding 
function in WD preserves more original signal information [24], it also leads to measurement 
fluctuations observed around the adjacent regions of the 2m section, as shown in Fig. 2(b), 
which is due to the discontinuity at the threshold point. 

 

Fig. 2. Temperature distribution around the 2m heated section at the location of 62km with 
(a1)-(a3) NLM and (b1)-(b3) WD for denoising when SPNs are 10, 6, and 4 within 2m section, 
respectively. The 2m section is heated to 65°C. 

Then we study the impact of SNR improvement and SPN on the experimental spatial 
resolution due to denoising by NLM and WD. The experimental spatial resolution is defined 
as the fiber length of the temperature transition region between 10% to 90% of the peak 
amplitude [25–27]. For the analysis of denoising effect, there should be sufficient sampling 
data points before and after the temperature transition region to facilitate the denoising 
process. Thus we use the temperature transition region around the last 200m heated section to 
calculate the experimental spatial resolution. Figures 3(a1)-3(a3) and Figs. 3(b1)-3(b3) show 
the temperature distribution around the last 200m heated section when NLM and WD are 
used for denoising, respectively. The experimental spatial resolution under each SNR 
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improvement and SPN is given on the figures. We can see that for both NLM and WD the 
experimental spatial resolution has larger degradation under higher SNR improvement and 
smaller SPN. The experimental spatial resolution after denoising gradually deviates from the 
theoretical value of 2m when the SPN decreases from 10 to 4, e.g. under 13dB SNR 
improvement (red dots) the spatial resolution degrades from 1.91m to 4.42m by NLM and 
from 2.14m to 5.5m by WD, respectively. Under a relatively small SPN of 4, when the SNR 
improvement increases from 4dB to 13dB, the experimental spatial resolution degrades from 
3.39m to 4.42m by NLM and from 4.4m to 5.5m by WD as shown in Figs. 3(a3) and 3(b3). In 
the temperature transition region, there is a large difference among neighbouring data points 
compared with other regions, and when the SPN is small this difference becomes even larger, 
which makes the neighbouring data similarity significantly worse. Thus the experimental 
spatial resolution degrades after denoising by NLM. For WD in addition to the loss of some 
signal details during the elimination of small coefficients (i.e. noise), another reason for the 
spatial resolution degradation is the discontinuity at the threshold point in hard thresholding, 
which results in proneness to volatility in the process of signal reconstruction. The latter one 
may also cause the fact that under the same condition, WD shows worse experimental spatial 
resolution than NLM especially when SPN is smaller, which is observed clearly when 
comparing Figs. 3(a1)-3(a3) with Figs. 3(b1)-3(b3). Higher SNR improvement is achieved at 
the expense of sacrificing the data originality, which also contributes to the degradation of 
experimental spatial resolution after denoising. 

 

Fig. 3. Temperature distribution around the last 200m heated section with (a1)-(a3) NLM and 
(b1)-(b3) WD for denoising when SPNs are 10, 6, and 4 within 2m section, respectively. The 
200m section is heated to 45°C. 

3. Advanced BM3D based image denoising for BOTDA sensors 
3.1 Working Principle and setting of algorithm parameters 

In this section, we experimentally demonstrate the use of 2-Dimensional BM3D to denoise 
the BOTDA traces with the least degradation of measurement accuracy and experimental 
spatial resolution even under higher SNR improvement and smaller SPN. Note that BM3D is 
a 2D image denoising technique rather than 3D video denoising technique. For 3D video 
processing the corresponding algorithm is called Video BM3D (VBM3D) [28]. 

NLM is a spatial-domain filter, which uses the data non-local redundancy from the 
similarity between neighbouring image patches. WD is a transform-domain filter, which can 
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easily and efficiently manipulate the information in the transform domain. But WD cannot 
take advantage of the non-local redundancy present in the image. While BM3D effectively 
uses both the non-local redundancy and transform-domain filtering for denoising [12]. The 
algorithm of BM3D includes three main operations: block matching, collaborative filtering 
and reconstruction. In block matching, BM3D utilizes non-local principle to group similar 
blocks together to reveal self-similarity of original blocks (or patches) in the image. The “3D” 
in the name of “BM3D” refers to the operation that the matching blocks of the image are 
stacked into a 3-Dimensional array, which will be processed by the following collaborative 
filtering in the transform domain. Collaborative filtering is a special procedure in BM3D, 
which employs 3D transform and filters the coefficients of the whole 3D array at the same 
time. Due to the use of self-similarity among blocks, the 3D transform results in more sparser 
representation of the original blocks, enabling to remove the noise efficiently but still 
preserves most of the significant details in the original image. Thus BM3D can maintain best 
measurement accuracy and experimental spatial resolution for denoising in BOTDA 
compared with NLM and WD. 

The three main operations in BM3D in our demonstration are described as follows: 

1) Block matching (spatial-domain operation): the whole 3D BGS distribution along the 
FUT is treated as an image and is processed using sliding window method, where the 
whole image is divided into several image blocks with a sliding step of stepN  = 3 
pixels from top to bottom, and left to right. Each block has a size of 8 8×  pixels. 
According to the Euclidean distance, similar blocks are searched in the neighbouring 
area with the currently processed pixel as the center. Based on the suggestion in [29] 
and our tentative trial on the BOTDA raw data, the search window is restricted to the 
size of s sN N× =  39 × 39 pixels, and to reduce the complexity of grouping, the 
maximum number of similar blocks to form a group is set to be M 16N = . Then 
similar image blocks are stacked over each other to form a 3D array. 

2) Collaborative filtering (transform-domain operation): we apply 3D Harr wavelet 
transform to the 3D array to obtain 3D coefficients. The shared features have large 
coefficients while the noise is represented by small coefficients. This transform 
reveals the shared features among blocks efficiently. By hard thresholding, the noise 
is significantly reduced, while unique details of the original data are kept. To further 
improve the quality of filtering, Wiener filtering is followed after the hard 
thresholding. Note that the threshold is varied from 1.5σ  to 3.7σ  to achieve SNR 
improvement of 4dB to 13dB. 

3) Reconstruction: after inverse transform, noise-reduced blocks in the 3D array are 
mapped back to their original location with an appropriate weighting of the 
overlapping blocks. 

3.2 Performance analysis of two-dimensional BM3D 

In this section, the same raw data collected in Section 2.2 is denoised by BM3D. As an 
example, Fig. 4(a) shows the SNR evolution along FUT for different levels of SNR 
improvement when BM3D is used to denoise the raw data in Fig. 1(a). The BGS and 
corresponding temperature distribution along FUT with SNR improvement of 13dB are given 
in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). In Fig. 4(c) the temperature uncertainty at the fiber end is calculated to 
be 0.55°C (red curve), compared with the uncertainty of 3.22°C without denoising (blue 
curve). 
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Fig. 4. (a) SNR evolution along FUT for different levels of SNR improvements by BM3D; 
measured (b) BGS and (c) temperature distribution along FUT under SNR improvement of 
13dB. Inset: zoom-in view around the heated sections. The sampling rate is 500 MSample/s, 
corresponding to SPN = 10 within 2m section. 

 

Fig. 5. Temperature distribution around the 2m heated section at the location of 62km with 
BM3D for denoising when SPNs are (a) 10, (b) 6, and (c) 4 within 2m section, respectively. 
The 2m section is heated to 65°C. 

As comparison to the results by NLM and WD in Figs. 2 and 3, the results by BM3D are 
presented in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Compared with NLM and WD, we can see that the 
temperature accuracy and experimental spatial resolution after denoising by BM3D have the 
least degradation when higher SNR improvement is achieved and smaller SPN is adopted. 
Taking the SPN of 4 as an example, as shown in Fig. 5(c), the measured temperatures are still 
close to the oven temperature of 65°C even under higher SNR improvement, e.g. 62.72°C 
under 13dB SNR improvement by BM3D, unlike the cases of NLM and WD in Figs. 2(a3) 
and 2(b3) where the measured temperatures gradually deviate from the oven temperature 
when higher SNR improvement is achieved, e.g. 50.85 °C for NLM and 55.42 °C for WD 
under 13dB SNR improvement. The experimental spatial resolution after denoising by BM3D 
is 3.86m under SNR improvement of 13dB and SPN of 4, as shown in Fig. 6(c), which is 
better than 4.42m of NLM and 5.5m of WD. Similar to both NLM and WD, when the SPN is 
large enough, e.g. 10, the degradation of both temperature accuracy and experimental spatial 
resolution after denoising by BM3D become negligible, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 6(a). This 
is because when SPN is large enough, there is sufficient data that can be used for denoising. 
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Fig. 6. Temperature distribution around the last 200m heated section with BM3D for denoising 
when SPNs are (a) 10, (b) 6, and (c) 4 within 2m section, respectively. The 200m section is 
heated to 45°C. 

3.3 Discussion 

In this section, we compare the measurement accuracy and experimental spatial resolution by 
BM3D denoising with those by NLM/WD denoising, respectively. The computational 
complexity and the processing speed of the three methods are also discussed. 

By using the results in Fig. 3 for NLM and WD and Fig. 6 for BM3D, we calculate the 
measured temperature degradation as a function of SNR improvement under different SPNs, 
as shown in Fig. 7. To compare the denoising quality of the three techniques, we define the 
temperature degradation as the difference between the value before (i.e. raw data) and after 
denoising. Note that since the pump pulse width is 20ns (i.e. theoretical spatial resolution of 
2m), we analyze the temperature accuracy within the 2m heated section at the location of 
62km. From Fig. 7 we can see that the temperature degradation after denoising by all the 
three techniques increases as the SNR is improved higher, especially when the SPN is 
relatively small. However, the one by BM3D increases very slowly, thus it has the least 
temperature degradation even under higher SNR improvement and smaller SPN, e.g. 4°C 
degradation under 13dB SNR improvement and 4 SPN compared with 15.87°C by NLM and 
11.3°C by WD, as shown in Fig. 7(c). Figures 8 depicts the comparison of experimental 
spatial resolution among the three techniques, where the degradation is calculated using the 
results in Fig. 3 for NLM and WD and Fig. 6 for BM3D, respectively. BM3D still has the 
least degradation for experimental spatial resolution, e.g. 1.44m degradation under 13dB SNR 
improvement and 4 SPN compared with 2m by NLM and 3.08m by WD, as shown in Fig. 
8(c). Figures 7 and 8 confirms again under the same SNR improvement and SPN BM3D 
maintains the best temperature accuracy and experimental spatial resolution after denoising 
compared with NLM and WD. 

 

Fig. 7. Temperature degradation as a function of SNR improvement by NLM, WD and BM3D 
when SPNs are (a) 10, (b) 6, and (c) 4 within 2m section, respectively. The absolute error of 
temperature is calculated using the results in Fig. 2 for NLM and WD and Fig. 5 for BM3D, 
respectively. The 2m section is heated to 65°C. 
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Fig. 8. Degradation of experimental spatial resolution as a function of SNR improvement by 
NLM, WD and BM3D when SPNs are (a) 10, (b) 6, and (c) 4 within 2m section, respectively. 
The absolute error of spatial resolution is calculated using the results in Fig. 3 for NLM and 
WD and Fig. 6 for BM3D, respectively. The 200m section is heated to 45°C. 

In all the previous results, the 2m fiber section at the location of 62km is heated to a fixed 
temperature of 65°C inside one oven. Here, we also change this oven temperature in order to 
evaluate the temperature dependence of the accuracy after denoising by NLM, WD and 
BM3D, respectively. The BOTDA traces are collected under the same experimental 
conditions as those in Section 2.2 except the change of oven temperature from 35°C to 75°C 
at a step of 10°C. We fix the SNR improvement after denoising by NLM, WD and BM3D to 
be the same 13dB for fair comparison. Figure 9 plots the measured temperature versus the 
oven temperature when SPNs are 10, 6, and 4 within 2m section, respectively. The black 
dashed line indicates the ideal measurement result where the measured temperature is equal to 
the oven temperature. Under the SPN of 10, the results by the three techniques are all close to 
the dashed line, which indicates excellent temperature accuracy of all the three techniques 
when the SPN is large enough to provide sufficient redundant information for denoising. 
When the SPN is relatively small, e.g. 4, the result by BM3D (orange triangles) is still very 
close to the dashed line compared with those by NLM (blue dots) and WD (red squares), as 
shown in Fig. 9(c), which again indicates the best denoising performance by BM3D. On the 
other hand, it is found that the results of WD and BM3D are always approximately parallel to 
the dashed line for all SPNs, while that of NLM under smaller SPN gradually deviates from 
the dashed line when the oven temperature increases. For example under SPN of 4, as shown 
in Fig. 9(c), when the oven temperature is 35°C, the difference between the measured 
temperature and oven temperature using NLM, WD and BM3D are 2.29°C, 6.24°C and 
1.76°C, respectively. The corresponding values become 18.18°C, 8.8°C and 1.24°C at an 
oven temperature of 75°C. It implies that the denoising performances by WD and BM3D are 
independent of temperature while that by NLM is related to the temperature, especially when 
the SPN becomes smaller. The temperature dependence of NLM performance originates from 
its operation of weighted averaging using non-local principle based neighbouring data 
similarity. When the temperature of the 2m heated section (e.g. 35°C) is close to the 
temperature of adjacent unheated section (i.e. room temperature), the similarity between the 
data patches of the 2m heated section and adjacent unheated section in the search window is 
high, giving rise to better temperature accuracy. But when the temperature of the 2m heated 
section (e.g. 75°C) is away from that of adjacent unheated section, the similarity is low and 
hence leads to worse accuracy. If the SPN is large enough, e.g. 10, the data points within the 
2m section is always sufficient to maintain well similarity for NLM, regardless of the 
temperature value, as shown in Fig. 9 (a). Therefore, the performance of NLM relies more on 
the characteristics of the raw data. When the neighbouring data similarity is sufficient NLM 
performs very well, otherwise it gives worse accuracy than WD, as shown in Figs. 2 and 7 
where the 2m section is heated to a temperature (65°C) away from that of the adjacent 
unheated section. Note that in Ref [11]. the 2m hot-spot is heated to a temperature of around 
40°C, thus NLM performs well. For BM3D, although the non-local principle is used in block 
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matching, the collaborative filtering in the transform domain rather than the weighted 
averaging like NLM is applied to remove the noise, making its performance independent of 
the temperature. 

 

Fig. 9. Measured temperature versus the oven temperature when SPNs are (a) 10, (b) 6, and (c) 
4 within 2m section, respectively. The 2m section at the location of 62km is heated to 35°C, 45 
°C, 55 °C, 65 °C and 75 °C, respectively. The SNR improvement is the same 13dB after 
denoising by NLM, WD and BM3D, respectively. 

Finally we analyze the computational complexity of BM3D, and compare it with NLM 
and WD. Here an image of size M N×  is used as an example for the analysis of complexity. 
For 2-dimensional NLM with a search window of size P P×  and similarity window of 
size Q Q× , it gives a computational complexity of ( )O M N P Q⋅ ⋅ ⋅  [30]. The 
computational complexity of L level 2-Dimensional WD is ( )O M N L⋅ ⋅  [31]. While for 2-

Dimensional BM3D, the computational complexity is 
3
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3DTC  denotes the computational complexity of 3D transform [12]. We can see that the 
computational complexity of WD is the simplest while that of BM3D is the most complicated 
due to its combination of spatial-domain and transform-domain processing. Then we evaluate 
the processing speed of each algorithm, which is related to their computational complexity. 
For each algorithm we use the single-thread implementation on a computer with a CPU of 
Intel i7-5960X, 8 physical processing cores, and 32GB random-access memory (RAM). The 
processing time is recorded for denoising the collected BOTDA raw data in Fig. 2(a), which 
contains 200 311500×  data points (i.e. 200 scanning frequencies, 62.3km long fiber and 
500MSample/s sampling rate). With the SNR improved by 13dB, the processing time by 
NLM, WD and BM3D are 3.7min, 4.8s and 9.1min, respectively. We can see that BM3D 
requires more time for denoising as it is more complicated compared with NLM and WD. 
However, this time can be reduced by further optimization of the algorithm. Moreover, the 
processing speed of BM3D can also be greatly accelerated by multi-thread implementation 
using a graphics processing unit (GPU). According to [32], the speed of BM3D can be 
boosted by 7.5 times using GPU, which implies the time will be reduced to 1.2min for our 
case. NLM can be boosted too. Note that for traditional averaging method to achieve the same 
SNR improvement, the big increase of the averaging times will not only result in significant 
increase of the measurement time [5, 11], but also extra cost on upgrading the hardware to 
realize large averaging times. 

4. Conclusion 
We have experimentally studied the impact of SNR improvement and SPN on the 
measurement accuracy/experimental spatial resolution after denoising by NLM and WD, 
respectively. After denoising, the degradation of both the temperature accuracy and 
experimental spatial resolution has been observed, and is found to be dependent on the values 
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of SNR improvement and SPN for data acquisition. When the SPN is large enough at high 
data sampling rate, the degradation is negligible because there is sufficient redundant 
information for denoising. In comparison, when the SPN is not so large at low data sampling 
rate, the two parameters have larger degradation under higher SNR improvement and smaller 
SPN. Higher SNR improvement is achieved at the expense of sacrificing the data originality, 
which results in the loss of signal details, especially when the SPN is small. NLM employs 
the weighted averaging based on the data non-local redundancy to minimize the noise, thus its 
performance degrades as the neighbouring similarity of the BOTDA traces is reduced, 
especially when small SPN is adopted for data collection. While in WD the removal of the 
noise in the transform domain also sacrifices some useful details of the signal, which gives 
rise to the performance degradation. Compared with WD, NLM relies more on the features of 
the raw data, and thus it produces better performance when the neighbouring similarity of the 
raw data is high. The hard thresholding function in WD preserves more original signal 
information but it also generates measurement fluctuations after the signal reconstruction. 
Therefore, to use WD or NLM for denoising, it is necessary to carefully design the amount of 
SNR improvement and SPN for data collection in order to maintain acceptable performance. 

To reduce the performance degradation under higher SNR improvement and smaller SPN 
we have proposed and demonstrated for the first time the use of advanced BM3D to denoise 
the BOTDA traces. As BM3D effectively combines the advantages of spatial-domain non-
local principle in NLM and transform-domain sparse representation in WD, it gives rise to the 
least sacrifice of measurement accuracy/experimental spatial resolution after denoising. Thus 
compared with NLM and WD, BM3D maintains the best measurement accuracy and 
experimental spatial resolution. 

Furthermore, we also show that the performance of BM3D is independent of temperature, 
while the accuracy by NLM is affected by the temperature value due to its weighted 
averaging operation based on non-local principle. Although BM3D has higher computational 
complexity and requires more processing time compared with NLM and WD, its processing 
speed can be significantly enhanced by multi-thread implementation using a GPU. Without 
the need of any hardware modifications image denoising can provide an efficient and 
powerful way of improving the performance of BOTDA sensors. Especially for cost-effective 
industrial applications, image denoising is highly attractive as it can be integrated into any 
existing distributed fiber sensor systems with no hardware complexity. Thus we believe 
BM3D will be a very promising denoising technique for high-performance distributed fiber 
sensors. 
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